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Teachtaireacht
ón bPríomhoide
From the Principal’s Desk

Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh, a school of the
Presentation Brothers Schools Trust (PBST) has four
core elements which inform everything that happens
here.
• A genuine and tangible spirit of respect and caring
for each member of the school community;
• A comprehensive and holistic education;
• A vibrant experience of community and partnership;
• A deep commitment to gospel values as lived in the
Edmund Rice tradition.
These core values are lived out every day in the
interactions between staff and students both in the
classroom and in the extra-curricular and co-curricular
activities that are an integral part of our students’
experience here. The community spirit that is created is
not built with bricks and mortar but by that indefinable
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bond that exists between staff and students. It is this
‘spriod’ in Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh that makes it
the happy, caring school that it is. For my own part, it is
a privilege to lead such a fine school.
The vibrant experience of community and partnership
which is created by participation in a wide variety of
extra-curricular and co-curricular activities continued
this past year. Victories and involvements in these
activities are recorded in this magazine and you will
also find them on our website which is currently being
upgraded. We are blessed with a cohort of students
whose enthusiasm and willingness to engage in
the vast array of opportunities available in Coláiste
an Spioraid Naoimh helps to nurture the sense of
community that exists here. We are very proud of our
students’ academic successes and of their successes
in extra and co-curricular areas and we really value
the support of our parents and guardians as we work
together to educate, nurture and develop them.
We are delighted to acknowledge our scholarship
winners this past year. They are Cian Morey who was
awarded a University of Limerick J.P. McManus AllIreland Scholarship; Leon Keating who was awarded
a Trinity College Entrance Exhibition Award; Charlie
Murphy, Eoin Murphy and Tadhg Connery who were
awarded University College Cork Quercus Entrance
Scholarships and Sean Dillon who achieved the Gold
Medal Award for the highest grade in Ireland in Leaving
Cert Business Studies. This is a testament to their hard
work and commitment and to their willingness to be
guided by their teachers who are the experts in their
respective fields.
Congratulations to our BT Young Scientist students
in the first place for being selected from thousands of
entrants to have their projects exhibited: from Third
Year – Brian Donnelly, Harry O’Donoghue and Senan
Walsh; from TY – Michael Keohane and Robert Palmer;
from Fifth Year – Aditya Pilai, Daniel O’Reilly, David
Rasmussen and Sean O’Regan and from Sixth Year –
Ciarán Meers.
I am happy to say that our Fifth Years came third in
their category and Ciarán Meers achieved a special
CSO award. All projects were displayed in the school
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and flourishing which unifies us, keeps us strong and
ultimately helps form young men who after their six
years with us are ready to face the world and to meet
the challenges of life.

and students were given the opportunity to view them
and hear the students talk about their work. We look
forward to continued interest in the BT Young Scientist
competition by students in the year ahead. Our mini
companies drew great honour again this year with
our Bug and Bee mini company competing against
hundreds of schools to achieve a special award in the
National Finals in Croke Park. In the debating halls
our students excelled and represented their school
so well. Our musicians, the Trad. Group honoured us
when they represented Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh in
Ennismore, when we welcomed Bishop Fintan Gavin
to Cork at a special event in Mardyke house and at a
very memorable occasion in the Goldie Chapel of the
Nano Nagle Centre when we marked the feast day of
Blessed Edmund Rice. At all of these events, our past
pupils were involved and you can read more about
these in this magazine. On the courts and playing
fields our basketballers, hurlers, footballers and soccer
players competed with enthusiasm and displayed
a great team spirit of which we are very proud. Our
chess players enjoyed a good year competing in local
competitions. Sadly, some activities and competitions
were cut short because of school closure, but we look
forward to further engagement in the future.

As Principal, I am so proud of the commitment,
innovation and absolute determination of both staff
and students during the period of school closure. It was
a challenging time as there was no roadmap to guide
us in a pandemic. Well done to all and particularly
to our IT department who paved the way in moving
us to the next phase of online learning and teaching
and helped us to upskill so that new methodologies
could be embraced to make learning accessible for all.
A special word of thanks to our office/administration
staff and to Mr Skally for their support at all times.
A huge thank you to our Board of Management
who gave so generously once again this year. Our
dedicated Board members worked tirelessly behind
the scenes to ensure that decisions made were in the
best interest of the students and of our school. We are
blessed to have a committed team of people guiding
and supporting us and we look forward to working
with them again next year.
It is fitting that I take
this opportunity to
formally welcome our
additional Deputy, Mr
Colmán Ó Tuama, to
Coláiste an Spioraid
Naoimh. Mr Ó Tuama
joined us officially in
late March and has
been very much part of
the work of the school
since then. Students
will have the pleasure
of getting to know Mr Ó Tuama from September and
we wish him every happiness with us in the future.

These activities would not be possible were it not for
the generosity of spirit of our very fine, professional and
gifted staff who encourage and support our students,
not just academically but in all other areas of their
development. This generosity flows through to our
students and we saw this from the very first day back in
September when our senior prefects and other senior
students supported staff in welcoming our new first
years, helping them get to know their way around and
integrate. Later they continued to give to the younger
students during the first year fun day as they helped
staff supervise activities and make events possible
so that a fun and positive experience was had by all
students. Many fund raising activities and awareness
events were carried out by our students including our
annual ‘Readathon’ in aid of the Marymount Hospice,
the Presentation Brothers projects in Africa and the
Simon Community. Once again our Christmas food
appeal, now in its 39th year, was a great success. This
appeal on behalf of St Vincent De Paul Society was
bigger than ever this year at a time when the need
was particularly great – so thank you for giving so
generously to such a worthy cause.

Finally, a huge thank you to Mr O’Reilly for his
boundless energy, expertise and generosity
throughout the year. I am indebted to him and to all
our staff who take up the most important role, which
is supporting students academically and pastorally
every day ensuring that all students achieve their full
academic potential and beyond.
As we look forward to another academic year in
Colaiste an Spioraid Naoimh, we look forward with
determination, hope and positivity. We wish all our
staff, students and their families well. As Pope Francis
says, let us live “with the power of faith, the certainty
of hope and the fervour of charity”.

All of these projects were made possible and were
successful because people worked together, staff,
students, parents and past-pupils. There is an Irish
saying ‘’Ní neart go cur le chéile’’ which translates as
“There is strength in unity’’. In our Spiorad Naomh
community, a spirit of caring and respect is truly alive
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8. Keshav Nagar

Academic
Awards

9. Sean Dillon
10. Aaron McGee
11. Sean Barry Murphy

One of the highlights of our year is the annual Academic
Awards Ceremony. On this special occasion, students
and their families along with staff and management
of the school gather in the school library to celebrate
the academic successes of our students in the recent
State exams. This past year, we were due to mark this
occasion on March 27th but, unfortunately, in line
with Government regulations, gatherings of any kind
could not happen and our event had to be postponed.

12. Milan Roy Kochakkan
And in Junior Cycle 2019, those students who achieved
the top results are:
1. Alan Hodgins
2. Finn McEniry
3. Ronan Casey

Whilst we did not get to congratulate you in person,
we applaud those students who excelled in Leaving
Certificate students 2019 bringing great honour to
themselves, their families and their school. They are:

4. Joseph Enright
Well done to all of you. You worked hard, you took the
advice of your teachers, you kept focus and, not alone
did you reach your full potential, you excelled. Thank
you to your families who supported and encouraged
you throughout your studies in preparation for your
exams. We wish continued success to our Leaving
Certs as you begin new studies in College and a
fruitful and fulfilling year ahead in T.Y. for our Junior
Cycle students.

1. Cian Morey
2. Leon Keating
3. Charlie Murphy
4. Eoin Murphy
5. Tadhg Connery
6. Kareem Abdel Rahman
7. Jack Doherty

Senior Science
Chemistry Olympiad
Three teams from CSN
attended the Regional
Final of the ISTA
Science Quiz in UCC
on Thurs 14th Nov.
While they didn’t win
any silverware, one of
the teams claimed 4th
place which qualified
them for the National
Final in Trinity College
on Saturday 23rd Nov. The team, composed of Aidan
Mamo Cooney, Matthew Harte and David Harris, gave
another solid performance.
Aidan Mamo Cooney and Conor Crowley (both 6th
Year) represented CSN in the Chemistry Olympiad in
Trinity College in February. Unfortunately, they were
edged out of the medals but gave a very creditable
performance.
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them on his personal Twitter account. Well done to
David Mc Elligott and Mohammed Ibrahim!

Art

On Day 2 of the Will Sliney challenge, the theme
was Star Wars. Pieces by 1st years, David McElligott,
Samuel Okoye and John Araque, were chosen for the
Twitter post.

During the lockdown, all of our students were
keeping up with school work assignments on Google
Classroom and Ms. Ring and her art students put the
online classroom to very good use, using it to share
their artistic talents on Twitter.

Will has commented that he fears these C.S.N. students
might just take his job!!

Will Sliney, the Marvel Comic artist, posted an idea on
Twitter and he has received a huge response.

The next challenge was ”Your Favourite Cartoon” and
work by Samuel Okoye, Rowan Wyse, Erikas Girtas
and Dylan Conlon from 1st and 2nd year was posted.

Every morning, he posted an art challenge and asked
for the artwork to be sent to him. Our art classes
have been submitting their pieces to Ms Ring and she
forwards them to him.

A piece of art by Dylan Conlon (1st year) has also
made it to the national news in an article in the Irish
Examiner.

The first challenge was to draw Spiderman. Two 1st
year students really impressed him and he posted
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did ‘take one for the team’ and acted in a remarkably
mature and responsible manner. Let us never again
hear complaints of how youngsters today have no
respect for their elders!

Views From
Our Trustees
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We must also acknowledge the efforts made by the
I am delighted to have the opportunity to compose a
staff of CSN and our other schools to ensure that our
few lines for Spiorad Signals on behalf of your trustees
students continued to be taught during the shutat the end of what has been a truly unprecedented year
down. In the space of a few days, schools switched to
in Irish education. The year has presented the entire
on-line teaching and learning platforms that enabled
school community – management, teachers, support
education to continue. This was a huge challenge and
staff, parents and students – with challenges that none
it is a remarkable tribute to the management and staff
of us could have envisaged in our wildest imaginings
of CSN that this change occurred so quickly and so
last September. While the decision not to proceed with
smoothly. No-one would suggest that online teaching
the conventional Leaving Cert has provided a certain
is as good as the real thing – as teaching is as much
amount of clarity for 6th Year students and their
about the human dynamics of the classroom as it is
families, there is still considerable unease on the part
about the subject matter being taught – but, in the
of students and teachers alike as to how the proposed
circumstances, it was a mighty fine effort. Teachers,
calculated grading model will operate. And there is
take a bow!!
also, of course, a lot of anxiety concerning the impact
of the new system on college entry. The cancellation
The Trust was to have completed its five year company
of the Junior Cert exams has thrown up a whole host
review this year but, for reasons that hardly need
of new unknowns and, while some students may
to be spelled out, it has become necessary to defer
have been relieved at this decision, it is, in truth, a
this review until later in the year. When the process
far from satisfactory outcome. Our thoughts are with
is up and running, we hope to engage with our
all students adversely affected during
school communities in assessing
this very difficult period. Our thoughts
H
E
how effective we have been in
OT RS S
R
are also with those families which may
managing our financial, legal and
B
have suffered bereavement or may be
other statutory responsibilities
experiencing unemployment for the
and in ensuring that the values
first time. These are indeed uncertain
of a Presentation education
and anxious times. Let us just hope that
are being actively promoted in
all this will be temporary and that we
our schools. It is now ten years
will be back to something approaching
since the Presentation Brothers
normality by September.
took the momentous decision to
withdraw from the management
When the schools closed in March, the
of schools and to establish a lay
Trust wrote to the staff in its schools
trust to take on this responsibility. Thankfully, our
to offer encouragement at that time of particularly
schools continue to flourish and this is due, in very
heightened anxiety. The county was going into locklarge part, to the dedication and commitment of our
down and we all feared the worst. Thankfully, owing
Principals, Deputy Principals and members of Boards
to the efforts made by communities all over Ireland,
of Management who manage our schools on a day-to
Covid-19 has been largely contained. We are all
day basis with exemplary professionalism.
deeply indebted to the extraordinary commitment
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and courage shown by our health care workers but
I think we must also acknowledge the amazing
sacrifices made by our young people. They were
asked to behave in a way which is so entirely alien to
young people – to forego meeting with friends and
participating in sport and to stay within 2km of their
homes. With remarkable consistency, they adhered
to the instructions and thus ensured that they and
others remained safe and well. When one considers
that teenagers are far less likely to experience severe
symptoms than more elderly members of society, we
must acknowledge that these young people really
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Finally, I extend a warm welcome to our newlyappointed Deputy Principal, an tUas. Colmán Ó
Tuama. We wish him many years of happiness and
fulfilment in the wonderful school that is Coláiste an
Spioraid Naoimh. I am certain that he, Ms Moriarty
and Mr O’Reilly will make a brilliant leadership team.
Keep safe and well and look out for each other in the
months ahead.
Michael Sexton
CEO, Presentation Brothers Schools Trust
www.pbst.ie
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BT Young Scientists

Title: The Circle of Life: the use of heat produced
by decaying plant materials and microorganisms
to increase the rate of germination in plant life.

Title: Effective Water: The contrasts between
Reverse Osmosis and Solar Distillation for water
treatment in the 21st century

Names: David Rasmussen, Sean O’Regan, 5th Year
Project Overview: The aim of our project was
to find a way to naturally optimize the growth
of plants. To achieve this goal, we analyzed the
microbial environments present in compost
and sought to find ways to optimize the energy
produced. This was done via inserting a copper
conductor inside a compost bin and then
connecting it into an insulated environment that
we called a germination box. Inside the copper
conductor was water which transported the heat
produced by the compost into the germination box
where the plants are located to aid germination.

Names: Aditya Pillai, Daniel O Reilly, 5th Year
Project Overview: In our project, we compared
two systems of water treatment to find which one
could be better refined for the developing world.
One of our methods involved carrying out reverse
osmosis with a potato and a syringe, which could
be easily done in developing nations.
Title: Investigating The Effectiveness Of The New
Junior Cycle Curriculum
Names: Brian Donnelly, Harry O’Donoghue,
Senan Walsh, 3rd Year
Project Overview: In this project, we set out to
investigate the effectiveness of the new Junior
Cycle. As students going through this Junior Cycle,
we feel both directly involved in it and affected by
it. Many people, especially teachers, have serious
concerns regarding the implementation of the
new curriculum. In our project, we wanted to
address these concerns and find out what parts
are effective and what parts are not.

Congratulations to Ciarán Meers, David Rasmussen &
Seán O’Regan.
Ciarán Meers received the Special C.S.O. award for
his project “An investigation into the susceptibility of
areas in urban regions to processes of gentrification”.
David Rasmussen & Seán O’Regan were awarded 3rd
prize in their category for their project “The Circle
of Life: the use of heat produced by decaying plant
materials and microorganisms to increase the rate of
germination in plant life.”

Title: An Investigation into the Attitudes of
Secondary School Students towards Irish as a
Subject Compared to other Modern Languages
Names: Robert Palmer, Michael Keohane, 4th Year
Project Overview: The aims of this project was
to see how Junior and Senior students feel about
Irish as a subject and if they prefer other language
subjects over Irish. The project also aimed to
assess their ability at the subject of Irish, as well
as other language subjects.

Congratulations again to them and to all of our
students that took part in the competition. It is a
great honour for them, their families and their school
that their projects were chosen for the exhibition out
of the thousands of applicants.

Title: An investigation into the susceptibility
of areas in urban regions to processes of
gentrification

Many thanks to Ms. A O’Mahony for accompanying
the students and to Mr T. Kerins & Mr T. Healy for
arranging the school visit on Thursday.

They had an amazing week in Dublin. It was an
experience that they will never forget.

Name: Ciarán Meers, 6th Year
Project Overview: The project used data from the
2016 Census to look at a number of factors which
contribute to gentrification, such as income levels
and rent prices in order to note which areas in
Dublin are most likely to be subject to processes
of gentrification.
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Basketball
Unfortunately, 2019/20 was not as successful as we
hoped it would be. Narrow defeats and, much to Mr
Driscoll’s dismay, an inability to score layups, often
uncontested, meant that we did not progress from
the group stages. The future of CSN basketball is
far from bleak though as we saw serious talent and
potential and none of the players can be faulted on
their attitude and commitment.
We would like to wish 6th years; Patrick Reidy, Oisin
Nagle, Gabriel Marfa, Samuel Koledoye, Jack McEvoy
and Guilherme Ventura Patricio the best for the
future. They will be missed by all at CSN basketball!
Ms Walsh, Mr Driscoll and Ms Evans
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Gold Medal for Business
Sean Dillon received first place in Ireland for Business
in Leaving Cert 2019. He received his gold medal for
first place at a ceremony in the head office of the
Banking Payments Federation in Dublin in January.
He is pictured here with Anthony Malone, his Business
teacher. This was a great achievement for Sean and
a great honour for his school, Coláiste an Spioraid
Naoimh.

Chess
I would like to thank those students who played
Chess at CSN this school year. We met twice a week
at lunchtime. Unfortunately, we were unable to take
part in CheckMate and ChessZ, due to Covid-19. Let’s
live in HOPE for a better Chess Year during the next
school year!
Teacher: Mr. Kiely

Cork Schools’
French Quiz
Eight 5th Year students took part in a French quiz
organised by the French Teachers’ Association of Cork
in February in Presentation Brothers College Cork.
The 2 teams had great fun answering 80 questions in
French about the Francophonie (culture, food, music
...). Thank you to Ms Lodge and Ms Pineau.
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It has also been a banner year for the senior side of
the society, also taking part in many competitions
over the year. Six debaters took part in the National
Model United Nations competition, hosted by UCC’s
International Relations Society. Ciarán Meers, Oscar
Walsh, Dylan O’Toole, Ben Shorten, Leo Callanan,
Michael Keohane, and Robert Palmer took on the roles
of different countries in various global scenarios, such
as the fall of the Berlin Wall, ethics and torture, and
climate-induced migration. CSN did quite well, with
three delegates winning prizes. Dylan O’Toole won
best delegate in the UN Environmental Council, Oscar
Walsh won Best Delegate on the Security Council, and
Michael Keohane received an Honorable Mention on
the UN Women’s Council.

Debating
The past year has been a successful one for the
CSN Debating Society, with students of all years
and abilities taking part in a number of different
competitions in Cork and beyond.
The junior members of the society participated in
a number of competitions throughout the year,
representing the school to the highest standard
against many of Cork’s finest orators.
Eight students participated at these events throughout
the year: David Cronin, Rían Conway, Santiago
Gonzalez, John O’Leary, Patrick Hayes, Diarmuid
Halloran, Oscar Kelleher, and Michael O’Neill. First
in the year were the October Leagues, hosted over
a number of weeks as a joint effort by Presentation
Brothers College and St Al’s Cork. Three teams took
part, with the team of David Cronin and Oscar Kelleher
placing fourth in the competition overall.

Six debaters – Ciarán Meers, Aidan Mamo, Dylan
O’Toole, Leo Callanan, Michael Keohane, and Robert
Palmer – took part in this year’s Munster Schools
Debating Competition.
The competition is the Munster wing of the largest
debating competition in Ireland, and is organized by
UCC’s Philosoph Society. All six advanced to the semifinals, the only school to have all its teams victorious
in the opening round. Unfortunately, succeeding
rounds were postponed due to the Covid-19 outbreak,
though we do look forward to the prospect of an allCSN final in the future.
Four students participated in the Griffith College
Legal Debate, reaching the national final which was
to be held in Dublin. Ciarán Meers, Oscar Walsh,
Dylan O’Toole, and Michael Keohane took part in
the combined essay/debate competition on a topic
relating to veganism.
Unfortunately, the national final was also postponed
due to the Coronavirus outbreak.
September saw three students participate in the
Munster trials for the Irish National Debating Team,
with Ciarán reaching the final on the day in question.

Six debaters took part in the Cork City Schools
prepared debating competition, organized by
Christian Brothers College. After debating the merits
of mandatory voting and paying homemakers, two
students, Rían Conway and Patrick Hayes, advanced
as individuals to the semi-finals of the competition,
which are to be held in the coming year. The start of the
year also saw several friendly Mace debates between
students from other schools in Cork (and even Kerry
on occasion). St Aloysius College Cork hosted an event
in October, which was warmly welcomed. St Aloysius
Carrigtwohill also hosted a topical Mace debate,
themed around the “voice of young people in society”.
Unfortunately, CSN was unable to host its own annual
event this year due to the closure of schools, though
we thank all other schools who graciously invited us
to their events.
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In addition, there have also been a number of inschool events for juniors and seniors alike, such as the
annual Christmas debate, which was won by the team
of Michael Keohane and Oscar Walsh. Past pupil and
debating alumnus Osama Shammary visited to the
society to provide a workshop and give pointers to the
students on how to improve and refine their debating
performance. Also, the weekly society meetings have
continued with their usual zeal and enthusiasm.
In addition, we would like to thank the senior students
who adjudicated at the various events which took
place throughout the year – Ciarán Meers, Oscar
Walsh, Alan MacDonald, Mannan Nazar, Dylan O’Toole,
Leo Callanan, Sean O’Regan, Michael Keohane, and
Robert Palmer. The invaluable efforts of Ms Barry,
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Debating

Crimes. Of the three teams, Michael and Ciarán
advanced through to the quarter finals, which will
take place in January, while the other teams will
participate in a backdoor round, which will take place
in November. Everyone present made a valiant effort
and all involved performed admirably in the name of
the school.
Robert Palmer, Recording Secretary

(continued)

Ms Callanan and Ms Fallon in co-ordinating the society
are also greatly appreciated.
We look forward to debating resuming in the next
school year. The CSN Debating Society meets every
Friday in Room 17. All are welcome to attend.
OCTOBER LEAGUES
For the past three Wednesdays, three teams of CSN
junior debaters participated in the October Leagues
junior debating competition. The annual competition,
in which a number of schools in the Cork City area
participate, is hosted by Presentation Brothers
College. The first two rounds of the competition took
place in PBC, with the third round being held in St
Aloysius College Cork. The teams consisted of John
O’Leary and Patrick Hegarty, Santiago Gonzalez and
Michael O’Neill, and David Cronin and Oscar Kelleher.
They debated topical motions including blasphemy
and climate action. All of the teams represented
the school at a high standard, with Oscar and David
together ranking fourth overall in the competition.
A number of seniors debaters were also involved in
the adjudication and organization of the debates over
the three weeks. These seniors included Ciarán Meers,
Alan MacDonald, Mannan Nazar, Robert Palmer,
Michael Keohane, and Filip Klepal.
Many thanks to the students and teachers of
Presentation Brothers College and St Aloysius Cork for
hosting and organizing the events which were really
enjoyed by all.
The CSN Debating Society meets every Friday
lunchtime in Room 17. All are welcome.
Michael Keohane, Vice Chairperson
PHILOSOPH OCTOBER DEBATES
In early October, senior members of the debating
society participated in the first round of the Philosoph
Debating Competition, in University College Cork.
Six boys from our school participated in the debates:
Ciarán Meers, Aidan Mamo Cooney, Leo Callanan,
Dylan O’Toole, Robert Palmer and Michael Keohane.
They were split into three teams and were given
three different motions which they were required to
research beforehand and write a speech on. Ciarán
and Michael received TTHB That First World Countries
Should Use Economic Sanctions to Encourage Better
Environmental Practices, Aidan and Robert debated
TTHW Colonize Mars, and Dylan and Leo received
TTHW Pay Known Gang Members to Not Commit
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Debating

The Debating Society participated in the National
Model United Nations competition, held in UCC in
November. Eight participants, Ciarán Meers, Oscar
Walsh, Dylan O’Toole, Leo Callanan, Ben Shorten,
Michael Keohane, and Robert Palmer represented the
school on topics ranging from the Yemen civil war to
the fall of the Berlin Wall. Three participants received
special commendation for their performances – Dylan
O’Toole won best delegate on UN Environment, Michael
won Honorable Mention on UN Women, and Oscar won
Distinguished Delegate on the UN Security Council.

(continued)

OCTOBER LEAGUES
The CSN Debating Society has had a very active
and enjoyable first half of the year, welcoming new
members from all year groups.
CSN’s junior debaters have participated in a number
of competitions this year. For the second year, we
have sent teams to the October Leagues, a multi-week
competition hosted by Pres and St Al’s Cork across
October. Three teams participated, with the team of
David Cronin and Oscar Kelleher placing fourth in the
competition overall. St Al’s Cork also hosted their own
Mace in November, to which CSN sent four teams,
comprising of David Cronin, Santiago Gonzalez,
Michael O’Neill, John O’Leary, Patrick Hayes, Diarmuid
O’Halloran, and Rían Conway.

Many thanks as well to Ms Barry, Ms Fallon, and Ms
Callanan who are involved in the coordination of
debating within the school. The CSN Debating Society
meets every Friday lunchtime in Room 17, and all are
welcome and encouraged to attend.
Ciarán Meers, Chairperson
ST. AL’S
Junior students from the CSN debating society took
part in a competition held in St Al’s Cork. Patrick
Hayes, David Cronin, Santiago Gonzalez, Michael
O’Neill, Rían Conway, Diarmuid O’Halloran, and John
O’Leary debated a variety of motions on topical issues
including social media advertising and non-academic
education. They went head to head with over 80 other
participants from across Cork City (and Tralee). Also in
attendance were senior members Ciarán Meers, Alan
MacDonald, and Mannan Nazar, who adjudicated the
rounds of debate throughout the day. Well done to all
of those who represented the school so well.

The St Al’s Carrigtohill Mace, themed around the role of
young people in society, took place in late November,
CSN sent two teams. Each week, the meetings of the
debating society now incorporate debate training
aspects, so all are encouraged to take part regardless
of experience.

THE SPEECH
During Lockdown, the Debating Society kept going
virtually with a Competition called CSN The Speech.
Members of The CSN Debating Society were invited
to submit a video of themselves re-enacting a famous
speech from history, politics, film, literature or similar,
up to the duration of five minutes. Rian Conway was
the Junior winner of CSN The Speech.

Senior debating has also had an eventful few months.
September played host to the Munster Round of the
Trials for Team Ireland, in which three CSN debaters,
Ciarán Meers, Leo Callanan, and Michael Keohane
participated against some of Munster’s best debaters.
Ciarán reached the final round, but unfortunately
was not selected for the team. The Munster Schools
Debating Competition, hosted by the UCC Philosoph
Society, had its first round in October. Six CSN students
took part, with Ciarán Meers and Michael Keohane
progressing directly to the quarter finals, which will be
held in January. The other four participants will take
part in Round Two, also to be held in January.

We are delighted to announce that Dylan O’Toole, 5th
yr, is the winner of ‘CSN The Speech’ with his quirky
and entertaining rendition of ‘The Declaration of a
New Order’ by Chancellor Sheev Palpatine from Star
Wars Episode 3.
Well done Rian and Dylan, and well done to all who
entered the competition. It was a joy to watch your
speeches. You all really embraced the challenge with
great interest and enthusiasm.

The debating society also hosted a senior Christmas
debate, with eight seniors debating the highly-topical
motion ‘TTH Supports the Hong Kong Protests’. It was
won by the team of Michael Keohane and Oscar Walsh,
who spoke for the opposition, and each received an
advent calendar as the grand prize.
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Thank you to Ciarán and Michael for coming up with a
novel and fun way of keeping the society going during
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Trad. Group
This year our Trad. group sessions came to an abrupt
end with Covid 19. but, on another note, it was a very
successful year. We participated in several events
including the annual First Year Mass at Dennehy’s
Cross Church. We played at a special event to mark
Presentation Day in the Goldie Chapel of the Nano
Nagle Centre. On this occasion, two past pupils and
former members of the Trad. group, Joseph Twomey
and Tadgh Connery, joined us. Later in the year we
were invited to play for the tenth anniversary Mass of
the Presentation Brothers Schools Trust which took
place in Ennismore Retreat Centre, Montenotte.
Another great occasion for us was when we played
in Mardyke House as people gathered to welcome
Bishop Fintan Gavin to Cork. Throughout the year
we played at several coffee mornings and provided
entertainment for the staff.

once or twice a week to practice with the Trad. group.
We would also like to thank Ms Cleary for the pizza
parties which she organised to acknowledge our
participation in all of the events.

We would like to thank Ms Dorgan and Ms Forde for
all their support and for giving up their lunch breaks

We can’t wait to be back next year.

Shane Foley, 4A2

Third Year
Ecology Field Trip
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content included in order to get ideas for ourselves.

To Vlog, or not to Vlog,
that is the Question

This posed a challenge and pushed us outside our
comfort zone, which was paradoxically an advantage.
We had to figure out how to edit and record videos to
a standard that we could be proud of, try new things
and possibly even discover hobbies or qualities we
might not have been aware of before.

Over Easter, T.Y. English classes were tasked with
making vlogs documenting our experiences during a
month of the quarantine lockdown.
Our task was simple (on paper anyway) and over a
period of four weeks, we needed to record what we
were doing to pass the time during the pandemic.
We included new hobbies, pastimes, working on
our fitness, art, cooking or even challenges. We then
compiled these videos altogether into a 3 - 4 minute
long compilation of our quarantine.

Cons … Well there aren’t many. The only major
issue we could find was sourcing material – the very
definition of lockdown means there’s not a huge
amount of stuff going on! As a result of quarantine we
struggled a little bit with finding what to vlog about,
which made us arguably more creative. One of the
other issues was kind of technical as some of us didn’t
have enough space on our phones to record the
videos, making recording a bit more finicky. But hey,
it’s not like we didn’t have time on hands to figure this
all out!

For those of you who don’t know … Vlogging is the
activity or practice of posting short videos to or
maintaining a vlog. A vlog, or video log is a personal
website or social media account where a person
regularly posts short videos. Sounds easy right?

Overall, we think vlogging was a beneficial experience.
Since it was homework, we kinda had to do it, but
it also gave us a daily goal or target while dealing
with quarantine. It was a creative experience that
highlights the essence of Transition Year.
Colm Sexton and Owen Mamo Cooney, 4A1

Ok so before starting our own vlogs, we investigated
other vloggers. Some of these we already knew, some
were completely new. We looked at their technique,
their style and, importantly, their persona. We
observed their use of camera angles and what their

European Youth
Parliament
Over February 28th to March 1st, 10 students
participated in the Munster Regional Session of the
European Youth Parliament, held in CBC Cork. The
students that attended from across TY, 5th, and 6th
year were Dylan O’Toole, Leo Callanan, Thomas
Otway, Eoin Twohig, Ben Shorten, David Rasmussen,
Owen Mamo Cooney, Robert Palmer, and Micheal
Keohane, with Aidan Mamo Cooney present in an
organiser role.

from CSN contributed their ideas and voice to their
committees and to the General Assembly.
The weekend gave the boys a chance to put
themselves in the shoes of European politicians,
express themselves with their peers, and have their
say on looming problems that will affect them in
their lives, while taking the time to bond with their
friends and make new ones along the way. There was
an uplifting and productive atmosphere throughout
the entire weekend, and was an overall beneficial
learning experience for all students involved.

Over the weekend, the boys were each assigned a
committee that deals with issues and topics that
affect European society. The committees of students
were tasked with creating solutions to problems
including preserving culture in cities, encouraging
political engagement in young people, digitalisation
of health services, sustainable development and
technology in urban areas, and more. A full day was
spent in each committee discussing the problems
and solutions to them, involving delegates from all
over Munster. The intense day of brainstorming was
followed by the General Assembly held in Cork City
Hall, where each committee was present, and allowed
the chance to present their work. Every delegate
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Four CSN delegates were accepted to the National
session taking place later this year. Leo (Employment
and Social Affairs 1), Thomas (Environment, Public
Health and Food Safety), David (Culture and
Education 1), and Ben (Human Rights) will be joining
delegates from throughout the country in Cavan to
continue discussing topical problems and further
their European Youth Parliament career.
Robert Palmer, 4A1
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Leaving Cert Class 2020
Olan Barrett

Jonas Bikunda

Stephen Burke

Samuel Adu

Adam Bruton

Scott Bowdren

Euan Coughlan

Matthew Brink

Raymond Cotter

Aaron Buckley

Calvin Doherty

Dara Cahill

Joshua Cronin

Joseph Conway

Kevin Dunne

Simon Collins

Kevin Delaney

Brian Cussen

Evan Forrest O’Brien

Aaron Crowley

John Greally

Kyle Donovan

Alexander Gorman

Conor Crowley

Yousif Haidaran

Christopher Duffy

Dylan Hannigan

Konrad Dagiel

David Harris

Seán Fahy

Craig Keane Harrington

Colin Doyle

Matthew Harte

Shane Fitzgerald

Gearóid Kirby

Joey Harrington

Filip Klepal

James Hallahan

Nathan Little

Rian Kelleher

Samuel Koledoye

Dylan Hegarty

Jack Mahon

Aidan Mamo Cooney

Alan Mac Donald

Andrew Hickey

Jack McCarthy

Jordan Martin

Conor McGoldrick

Milo Higney

Adam McEvoy

Michael O’Byrne

Ciarán McIntyre

Gavin Jones

Oisín Nagle

James Peters

Adam McKeon

Peter Kelleher

Daniel O’Donoghue

Patrick Reidy

Ciarán Meers

Harry Lombardi

Jordan O’Sullivan

Dorian Skweres

Ruairi Moriarty

James Lynam

Conor Scanlan

Rory Ó Broin

Brian Lynch

Luke Scannell

Joshua Ababon

Peter O’Connor

Gabriel Marfa

Fintan Sheehan

Dylan Bairamgulov

Tadhg Ó Corrain

Robert McStay

David Yoannou

Fionn Barrett

Dylan O’Flynn

James Millard

Alexander Carey

Patrick O’Neill

Luke Murphy

Eoin Chandley

Ruairi O’Sullivan

Mannan Nazar

Nathan Collins

Tighernán O’Sullivan

Ross O’Donovan

Louis Earls

Stephen Phelan

Morgan Sheehan

Joseph Fitzgerald

James Ruane

James Whelan

Cathal Hynes

Wymin Sivakumar

Jack Mc Evoy

Luke Tobin

Lee O’Callaghan

Kamil Topolewski

Cian O’Connor

Guilherme Ventura

Jamie O’Donovan

Oscar Walsh

Jason Riordan
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Cork Minor Football
All-Ireland
TOM MARKHAM CUP VISIT
Recently crowned All Ireland Champion with the Cork
Minor Footballers, Nathan Gough and selector Mick
Hannon, visited us today with the All Ireland trophy.
We were honoured to have the All Ireland trophy back
in C.S.N after 19 years.
Nathan and Mick both spoke of the huge commitment
given individually and as a team in order to achieve
this success. They also spoke of the physical and
mental resolve needed to achieve this. It is a fantastic
achievement.
Nathan has had a very successful 18 months winning
Munster Colleges U16.5 and U16 Cork County College
football championship medals in 2018. He also added
a Munster schools U17 and Cork Cup soccer double
recently again with the school.
Congratulations again to Nathan, his family and his
club. Thank you for sharing this moment with us.
We hope that some of our future footballers will have
the cup back for another visit in the coming years.
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Christmas Food
Appeal Launch
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Gaelic Football
This year our senior football team was backboned by
many of the successful U16.5 team from two years ago.
They were looking to find that same momentum which
took them to Munster glory back in 2018. Unfortunately,
they fell just short of a Munster Final appearance in the
final 8 minutes of the Munster semi-final against the
eventual winners Patrician Academy.
Patrician Academy who were older and physically
stronger than our team could never really shrug off
our lads who battled hard to stay in touch to halftime.
At that stage there were just 6 points in the game. The
game went from end to end in the second half but
Spiorad Naomh took control between the 40th minute
and 55th minute to lead by one point.
Unfortunately, the physicality took its toll on our
lads at that point and the concession of a goal and 3
points to no response in the last 8 minutes ultimately
meant our journey ended there. Mr Seymour and
Mr Linehan would like to thank all the team for their
commitment on the day and especially to the loyal
cohort of 6th years who played their last football game
for the school and represented the school all the way
up. They brought some great days back to football in
Spiorad Naomh during their 6 years.
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Sheffield Utd. player and past pupil, John Egan (left),
shows support for Black Lives Matter at the start of a
match against Newcastle Utd.

John Egan

the course of the module I repaired 2 hurleys.

Hurley Repairs

After successfully completing the course we received
certification from the Munster GAA council to repair
hurleys, and I’ve started to repair hurleys for a few of
my friends in school and in my GAA club. It’s a great
way to spend your free time.

As part of our TY program, the hurling players had the
opportunity of taking part in a hurley repair course
run by Mr John O’Sullivan. There were about 25 in the
class. The module lasted about 8 weeks, and in those
eight weeks, among many other things, we learned
how to take a band off a hurley, how to glue a hurley
back together, sand the hurley down and how to apply
a band to a hurley. It was a great couple of weeks.

John said we were one of the best classes he’d ever
taught for hurley repairs. John commented on our
ability to take initiative and work as independent
learners, meaning we were able to work on our own
without needing so much help all the time.

John O’Sullivan is a dad of past pupils and a grandad
to some present pupils. John does the Hurley repairs
module on a voluntary basis and repairs hurleys
himself. So he is very knowledgeable in the topic.

On the behalf of the entire hurling repairs class, I would
like to thank John for coming in on his free time and
providing the tools himself to teach us how to repair
hurleys. It was a great module and we all benefited
from it hugely. It was amazing to learn from someone
who has such knowledge and experience about
repairing hurleys, and is a true master of his craft.

John helped all of us in repairing the hurleys and was
always there to give us a hand if we needed it. All the
tools we used were John’s and he brought in hurleys
for us to repair if we did not have one at home. Over
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Hurling
We’ve had a very busy time on the hurling front since
September entering teams at all grades from u14, u15,
u16, u16.5 and Senior level.
Although the u14s only got to play a few games (as
their competition doesn’t usually get going until
after Christmas), we have a very promising group on
our hands and hopefully we will get to see their full
potential in the coming years.
At u16 level, we were through to the Semi final of
the Cork Colleges after a number of fine team and
individual performances.
With a very ambitious groups at Senior level we played
a number of challenge games, 9 in total, and it paid
huge dividends improving with each game. We were
through to the semi final of the Cork Colleges with
strong hopes of progressing to the final before the virus
put a half to our progress. It was very disappointing
for the players that we didn’t get to complete the year
but it gives us huge hope for next year. With most of
this group eligible again it certainly bodes well for the
future of hurling in the school.
We would like to acknowledge Ballinhassig’s Darragh
O’Sullivan 3rd year who had been training since well
before Christmas with Donal Óg Cusack and the Cork
minors, often training up to 5 nights while also keeping
on top of his studies. Also Ballinora’s James Byrne had
been training with the Cork u16 team, again another
fine prospect.
There are two outstanding young men that the school
is very proud of and we look forward to seeing both
players in the red of Cork in the near future.
We would like to thank all players who lined out for the
school this past year and look forward to seeing you all
out again for training in September.
Mr Ger Greene, Mr Brian Walsh & Mr Kevin Canty
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First Year Fun Day
Our First Year classes had their Fun Day on Friday 6th
September.
The Fun Day is a great opportunity for students to get
to know their new classmates a little better and to try
some new activities.
Each class group tried out Yoga, played Soccer, took
part in the Djembe Drumming workshop and tested
their knowledge in a Table Quiz.
Thank you to all of the teachers and Transition Year
students who organised such a great day.

First Year
Volcano Competition
First year students in Geography classes were set the
task of making their own Volcano back in September.
Their competitive sides really shone through with
wonderful displays created.
The winners of the first year Volcano Competition
were Ronan McInerney, Oran Murphy and Kieran
Sisk Ravindrum. The votes were cast by prospective
students during the Open Night in September. Well
done to everyone who took part in the competition.
SPIORAD SIGNALS
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First Years’ First Day
On Tuesday 27th August 2019 our Principal Ms.
Moriarty, Deputy Principal Mr. O’Reilly, Teachers,
Senior Prefects & Fifth Year students were on hand to
welcome our new First Year students to Coláiste an
Spioraid Naoimh.
They met their new classmates and were shown
around the school by the senior students.
We wish our new students every success and we hope
they enjoy their time with us in CSN.
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First Year Hurling
& Football leagues
N.Finín were crowned 1st year hurling champions this
year defeating N.Rónán 2.02 to 1.04!!
Thank you to Mr Walsh and our TY Future Leaders
students for organising, managing and officiating all
the games over the 3 weeks.
FINÍN DO THE DOUBLE!!!
On a wet Thursday afternoon, Naomh Finín withstood a
late Naomh Ronán comeback to be crowned 2019-2020
First Year League Football champions on a scoreline of
5-08 to 6-04. In doing this, they completed the double.
Naomh Finín surged into an early lead with goals by
Jack Scanlon and Ben Mackey. Finín’s Cormac Dineen
took control of the midfield area to provide his class
with a great foothold.
Ronán closed the deficit to 4 by half time with good
scores by Evan Costello and Patrick O’Regan.
In the second half, Ronán aided by a strong breeze
failed to capitalize on some mistakes in the Finín
defence. They were duly punished as Finín opened up
a 9 point lead with less than 5 minutes to go. However
Ronán showed great character and never gave up.
Geoffrey Zeph really came into the game and chipped
in with a few great scores. Unfortunately, it was too
little too late for Ronán as Finín held on to win by a
point much to the delight of coaches Harry Aherne
and Ciaran Kirby. At the end of the game, Mr. Twomey
presented Cormac Dineen with the trophy. The game
was expertly officiated by referee Conor Dunne.
The first year leagues were organized by the fourth
year Sports Studies Class along with Mr O’Connor and
Mr Seymour
Joseph Enright, 4A3
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Sixth Year Hike

6th Year Lunch Facilities
Following suggestions
by the Student Council
last year, the school
is now providing tea
and coffee making
facilities along with
a microwave for all
6th year students. 6th
years are welcome to
bring in their own cups
and leave them in the kitchenette. An honesty policy
is in operation, with a suggested charge of 50c per
use. This will be used to resupply the facilities with
tea, coffee and milk etc.
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Sixth Year
Irish Workshop
HIGH ROCK PRODUCTIONS
Dé Luain seo caite, ba phribhléid dúinne é nuair
an tháinig an grúpa aisteoireachta ‘High Rock
Productions’ chuig na scoile leis an seó ‘Caith Amach
É’. Seó is ea é atá dírithe ar na Sraitheanna Pictiúir don
Scrúdú Béil. Cúis áthais ab ea i lár na míosa dorcha
seo. Ardú meanman a bhí ann tar éis na Nollag agus
sinne san Ardteist ag luí isteach ar an obair chrua arís.
Thángamar le chéile sa seomra ‘G.P.’ tar éis lóin ar
an Luan. Baineadh geit asainn nuair a thosaigh na
buachaillí ag aisteoireacht. Bhí dearcadh saghas
neamhghnách acu ar an ‘Sraith Pictiúirí’.
Cuireann an ‘Sraith Pictiúirí’ isteach go mór ar
thromlach na ndaltaí sa bhliain. Tar éis na hócáide
seo, tá súil agam go mbeidh dearcadh níos dearfaí ag
daltaí ag tabhairt faoin obair seo. Bhain na haisteoirí
sár-úsáid as prapaí, comharthaí láimhe is araile.
Bhíomar sna tríthí gáire agus deirtear linn go bhfuil
sin tairbheach agus buntáisteach dúinne agus sinne
ag tabhairt faoi Scrúdú na hArdteiste.
“Is mairig nach saothraíonn an gáire” a deir an
seanfhocal. Is dóigh liomsa go bhfuil sé sin fíor. Gan
dabht, bhí tionchar dearfach, iontach ag an gcuairt
seo orainne go léir.
Joey Ó hÚrdail

second fundraiser was a poc fada. This competition
was open to the whole school and we had selection
boxes as prizes. Our last fundraiser was a Basketball
Marathon. We held this over a full day for all Transition
Year Students. In total we raised €1,100 and we plan
on presenting the cheque to Marymount hospice in
5th Year. We had a great time working with the bank
and we had a great team. Our Bank Manager was
Daniel Roche, our Deputy Manager was Conor McEvoy,
our Marketing Manager was Jack Kelleher, our Finance
Manager was David Burke and Ronan Casey and Alan
Hodgins both worked in Customer Support.

School Bank
Our bank theme was inspired by the Netflix show
Stranger Things. Our bank name, Stranger Chachings,
is a play on the title. We chose to support Marymount,
our local hospice, as we wanted to give something
back to the community. We held three events as part
of our efforts to fundraise money for Marymount
Hospice. Our first event was the Readathon which
we helped to organise for first and second years. Our
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Kilfinane
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Lego Robotics
A team of 4 students won the ‘Best Robot Design’ in
the Lego League. It was hosted by UCC Engineering
Department and Qualcomm in Devere Hall UCC on
Saturday 7th December.
The team members were:
Oscar Kelleher, N. Proinsias
Josh Heaney, N. Proinsias
Maahith Malhotra, N. Colm
Jason Foley, N. Eoin

presentation fun and engaging for our junior students.
The day concluded with a tour of the offices and lunch.
The Trend Micro “Being Online” team is a great activity
to participate in during Transition Year. You have the
chance to develop your confidence with presentations
and in public speaking.If you want a different role
you can act as manager and work with the First Year
table teams or at an organisational level ensuring
the smooth running of the workshop. Whatever
role you take up, you develop skills in teamwork.
communication and presentation. I would encourage
any T.Y. student to avail of this opportunity. Thanks to
the staff at Trend Micro for providing the training and
a special word of thanks to Ms Ward, Ms Healy and Ms
Fallon for their support when we were running the
workshops. 				 Alan Hodgins

Trend Micro
Trend Micro is an I.T. security company that runs a
Transition Year programme day to train students about
Internet Safety practices which they can then share
with junior students in the school. The programme is
hosted in their office building on Model Farm Road. It
is entitled ‘Being Online’ and educates us about how
we can be safe and careful when using the Internet.
The programme is interactive and we had to learn
how to deliver a presentation on Internet safety after
we had listened to all the advice offered on the day.
We participated in several activities with students
from other schools and looked at ways of making the
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weeks. We all recognised that it is our turn to step into
leadership roles and continue the tradition of ‘giving
back’. When we were in 1st Year, T.Y and other senior
students worked with us. We finished the workshop
with the words of the song, ‘You’ve got to search for the
hero inside yourself’, ringing in our ears and we even
joined in and sang along at times. We really enjoyed
the day and we hope we will work well together in the
days ahead.

Presentation Brothers
Youth Ministry
20 T.Y. students participated in a leadership training
programme in the Presentation Brothers Youth
Ministry centre this week. Br. Ray welcomed us to
the centre and said he hoped to see us in various
leadership roles in Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh over
the next 3 years. Mr Michael Sexton, P.B.S.T, spoke to
us about the importance of leadership and being role
models for the junior students in our school. Ms Aoife
Healy, an expert in the area of drama and animation,
did several games and activities with us and we hope
to use all of them in our work with 1st Year students.
Ms Anne Cleary divided us into 4 groups and we took
part in an interactive workshop on leadership. During
the final session we planned a number of activities
we will do with the junior students over the next few

Year students to experience both the life and the
facilities available to medical students in UCC. We were
welcomed by Paula O’Leary who is head of the school
of medicine. Professor O’Leary gave us an overview
of medicine as a college course. We were then split
into groups of ten and shown basic but essential skills
such as resuscitation, how to measure blood pressure,
the steps to undertake when an infant is choking and
how to stop bleeding.

Prep for Med 2020

Afterwards, we got the opportunity to talk to 2nd and
3rd year medical students. The students gave us an
insight into the life of a medical student, talked about
their placements in hospitals across Cork and gave us
advice on tackling the HPAT exam in 6th year. We then
took a tour of the FLAME anatomy lab. Here, we listened
to anatomy specialists and saw preserved human
tissues and organs. After lunch, we travelled to Cork
University Hospital by bus where we got to hear from
many consultants and medical experts. The Acting
State Pathologist discussed the forensic examination
of a crime scene, we watched a live cesarean section
and learned about the ethical dilemmas that a doctor
faces daily. The event ended with an address from
Professor Mark Corrigan, who organised the Prep for
Med Day.
The day was very beneficial in my opinion. It was
very well organised and gave me a great insight into a
career that I have an interest in pursuing in the future.
I would advise any incoming Transition Year students
who have an interest in medicine to apply for a place
through the school.
David Tobin 4A

On the 31st of January 2020, myself and six other
Transition Year students attended the Prep for Med
Day at the Brookfield Health Sciences Complex. Prep
for Med is a one day programme that allows Transition
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Lord Mayor
2019 – 2020
On Wednesday 18th September, Coláiste an Spioriad
Naoimh was honoured to receive a visit from the Lord
Mayor of Cork, Cllr. John Sheehan & the Lady Mayoress
Mrs Aedamar Sheehan.
The Lord Mayor was greeted by the Principal, Ms
Brenda Moriarty & Deputy Principal Mr Andrew
O’Reilly, teachers, Senior Prefects and students.
Our Senior Prefect, Joey Harrington, welcomed
the Lord Mayor to the school and thanked him for
continuing the traditional visits to Cork schools.
The Lord Mayor spoke to the students about the strong
traditions in Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh and the
schools involvement in Eco Awareness and taking care
of our environment.
Mrs Moriarty also thanked the Lord Mayor & Lady
Mayoress for their visit and explained how CSN. is
presently working on Eco friendly and energy saving
measures to help reduce our carbon footprint and to
enhance the school. The Lady Mayoress has strong
links to the school as her father was on the Board of
Management and her brothers are past pupils. Senior
Prefect Ciarán Meers thanked the Lord Mayor for his
words of encouragement to our students and for
promoting a sense of community in the city of Cork.
As the City has expanded this has brought unique
opportunities to Cork and the recent plebiscite proves
that there is a real interest among the people of Cork in
having a say in how the City is governed.
The Lord Mayor then presented the school with a gift
to commemorate 100 years of School Visits by the Lord
Mayors of Cork.
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Intergen Climate
Conference
TY students Michael Keohane and Anuka Kuruppuarachchi, along with Ms Fallon, attended an
Intergenerational Climate Conference in City Hall. The
day was filled with information, speeches, panels and
workshops. There was even a keynote address from
President Michael D. Higgins.
Key takeaways from the day were that small changes
make a big impact and politicians need to be held
more accountable for their part in climate action.
Thank you to SHEP and OLA for the invitation.
Ms Fallon

We would strongly recommend to anyone thinking
of travelling on this pilgrimage with C.S.N. to go as
you will never forget such a unique and eye opening
experience.
Simon Collins, 6th Year

Lourdes
The annual Cork and Ross Pilgrimage has become
part of the tradition of C.S.N. for the last number
of years. Every year a group of students, along with
Ms Cleary and Mr Skally, accompany people with
disability on this pilgrimage. I, along with six others,
was fortunate to travel in June 2019. The pilgrimage
presented exciting, new, memorable experiences and
challenges for all of us. It was not a week for the faint
hearted as we were on the go from 7.30 am and it was
our responsibility to ensure that the patients felt really
special when we chatted to them or took them to
various ceremonies throughout the day and evening.
We got to know so many of these amazing people and
we also got to meet other young adult helpers. All of
this helped to form a unique bond between us. As
well as our main duties of accompanying the patients,
we were invited to take up a role in the ceremonies. I
was asked to read and some of the other lads played
music or carried the banners in the processions. The
lads and I took so much from the Lourdes experience
that we are considering returning in years to come.
SPIORAD SIGNALS
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Mental Health
Awareness week
● All Year Heads met with their class groups to discuss
the theme of Belonging and the importance of having
‘One Good Adult’ in their lives
● English teachers to Junior cycle students and other
subject teachers facilitated each class group to design
a class poster on the theme of ‘Belonging’
● SPHE Teachers and RE teachers discussed how
important Gratitude is in their lives and how to
develop a Gratitude Attitude
● All Class teachers spoke with their class groups
about mental health awareness and some teachers
brought their classes out for a mental health walk in
the sunshine
● Ms Barry provided yoga and meditation sessions to
the exam years in Junior and Senior Cycle
● Ms Cleary and Ms Evans organised 6th year class
coffee mornings and a staff coffee morning on ‘You,
Me and a cup of tea’ which provided the chance to
have an informal chat with colleagues
● Ms Ring decorated the school corridors with
beautiful posters reflecting the theme of ‘Belonging’
and demonstrating what belonging means to the CSN
school community
● Mr Skally gave great support for all the events
during the week
● Both staff and students made this week possible and
the ripple effect of the week will be carried through to
the end of the year
Throughout the week, SPHE and Religion classes
discussed the importance of gratitude and being
grateful. They were then given the opportunity to
identify things in their lives that they are grateful for
and these cards were added to the Gratitude Attitude
wall. Items mentioned ranged from family, friends,
food, water, shelter and education to things like
PlayStation, Netflix and Liverpool’s position in the
Premier League.
Each junior class was asked to design a poster
highlighting what ‘belonging’ as a class group looked
like to them. After tough deliberations Ms Moriarty
announced the winners to a raucous applause one
Friday afternoon.
1st year winners: Naomh Rónán,
2nd year winners: Naomh Colm,
3rd year winners: Naomh Pádraig.
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document were very enjoyable and handy skills for
the future. Everyone I came into contact with through
Rotary was very warm and welcoming and interested
in encouraging leadership within young people. I was
fascinated to learn about all the amazing work the
organization does, not just with youth leadership or
in Ireland, but with a whole host of people all around
the world.

The Rotary Experience
My Rotary experience began when myself and five
other fifth year students were invited to participate
in the Rotary Youth Leadership Development
Competition. This competition involves a number of
rounds of interviews and a final group of students
going to the European Parliament in Strasbourg. First
we filled out a nomination form where we talked about
our personal achievements, our work experience and
our leadership skills. We were then interviewed by
two Rotary members. I was fortunate enough to move
onto the next round of interviews with other students
from around Cork. Unfortunately, I wasn’t selected to
move onto the round after that.

After the interviews, the six of us from Spiorad Naomh
were given the opportunity to take part in a Rotary
Youth Exchange. This is a culture exchange with
any number of countries around the world where
you are given the chance to visit a foreign country
and experience a different culture at a subsidised
cost thanks to Rotary. Unfortunately, due to the
coronavirus outbreak, these trips couldn’t go ahead
this year but the opportunity will be there again in the
future. Hopefully myself or one of the other boys will
get to avail of it in the future.
Leo Callanan, 5A3

Although I wasn’t successful in making it to Strasbourg,
I thoroughly enjoyed the experience. The practice
of the two interviews and writing out a CV type

Readathon
Transition Year students organised our Annual
Readathon for First & Second Year students.
The proceeds went to Marymount Hospice, the
Presentation Brothers’ projects in Africa, Cork Simon
Community & Pieta House. The boys spent the day
reading their favourite books and really enjoyed the
break from school work.
Thank you to the boys’ families and friends for their
sponsorship and well done to the Transition Year
students for organising the event.
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back playing your desired sport as soon as possible. We
also decided to sell foam rollers and resistant bands to
go along with the book as the book teaches you how
to use these items for your specific injury. There was
a competition in UCC for all Cork mini companies in
which we won the best business report out of all Cork
mini companies in Cork. It was very satisfying to see
our hard work finally get recognised.

Mini Company
At this year’s city finals of the Cork Schools Enterprise
competition, CSN was represented by three
companies: Bug & Bee, Vibe Ltd & Hydro Ltd.
There were over 20 companies taking part in the
competition and the standard was extremely high.

Our third company, Hydro Ltd, was led by Conor
Hegarty and Adam Whelan. They have custom
designed hydro flasks which are proving very popular.
Each flask is skillfully and artistically designed in a
very intricate and demanding process.

The Bug & Bee. We sell bee hotels and we are a
financial and social enterprise. There are ten members
in the group, Fahad Mannan, Jimmy O’Rourke, Daniel
Roche, Finn Mceniry, James Kelleher, David Holland,
Conor Mc Evoy, Colm Goggin, Colm McSherry and Alan
Hodgins. We represented CSN in the Student Enterprise
Programme 2020. Our company was founded on the
18th November 2019 with our idea being a safe home
for bees. We won the Blackpool Christmas trade fair
on the 5th December and we won the Cork Schools
Enterprise Programme Regional Final on the 9th March
2020. The team was very successful thanks to the help
of the TY Mini Company coordinator, Mr Malone, and
to the help of the woodwork teachers, Mr Canty and
Mr Lenihan.

Well done to the three companies. Congratulations
and the very best of luck to “Bug & Bee” in the National
Finals!
At the time of going to print and with the national
event in Croke Park cancelled, the Bug n’Bee have
submitted their business plan online. There was a
real feeling that we had a great chance of winning the
Croke Park Event. It would be the first time for CSN
and for schools in Cork City.

Vibe Ltd were represented by Charlie Harkin, Daniel
Cremin and Jack Kelleher. They won top prize for
“Best Business Report”.
It took us weeks of brainstorming to finally land on an
idea that we were satisfied with, but eventually we got
it: A book on the topic of sports recovery. The book
teaches players about the most commonly occurring
sports injuries. The book shows what the injury is, how
to prevent the injury, how to treat the injury and, most
importantly, how to recover from that injury so you’re

Students from Coláiste An Spioraid Naoimh won the school Enterprise award and the Cork Business Association agreed to mentor them and
help them bring their product to market.
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Mini Company

(continued)

NEWSPAPER PIECE ON BUG & BEE
A team of five student entrepreneurs from Coláiste
An Spioraid Naoimh were named Cork City Student
Enterprise of the Year 2020 recently due to their en
vogue product – a bee hotel.
The Bishopstown transition year students’ minicompany Bug & Bee was named overall winners
of a hotly contested competition among the city’s
secondary schools. Inspired by sustainability, the bee
hotel is built from both reclaimed and new timbers
with a flower-bed roof, and is designed to attract and
house bees.
The Coláiste An Spioraid Naoimh students beat
companies from Scoil Mhuire Gan Smal and
Presentation Brothers College among others and were
awarded a cup and a winner’s prize of €500, while their
school was also presented with a cup and €1,500.
Bug & Bee will now proceed to the National Student
Enterprise Awards Final taking place at Croke Park on
1 May.
Initiated by the Local Enterprise Office, Cork City, the
Schools Enterprise programme began in September
and was open to students from all city second level
schools. Over one hundred students participated in
the City Final from nine schools across Cork.

Voices of
A Future Generation

Sisters, school communities and all in the Presentation
network here and abroad. Br Bede, Mr Davis, Ms Fallon
and Ms Brazil read reflections and the Trad Group
concluded this part of the ceremony playing Inis Óir.

On November 20th, we gathered in the Goldie Chapel
of the Nano Nagle Centre for an Eve of Presentation Day
Celebration. On that occasion, which was held under
the auspices of Br. Martin’s Leadership, Education and
Formation Project (L.E.A.F), staff and students from
Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh had key roles.

The highlight of the night was when Br Martin
interviewed 6th Year student, Simon Collins along with
past pupils, Cathal Ring, Tadgh Connery and Joseph
Twomey. He asked the lads about their involvement
in the Edmund Rice Camp, the Lourdes project, their
training and practice as Ministers of the Eucharist and
about their experiences of being young people living
out their faith in today’s world. I’d say that all present
were impressed by the lads’ honesty and by their
ability to speak so openly about their faith.

Dylan O’Toole, Thomas Otway and I facilitated the
event, senior students formed a welcoming team
and our Trad Group provided wonderful music on the
night. Following the introduction by Dylan, Thomas
and myself, Ms Moriarty addressed the gathering and
told us that a similar event had taken place in our
school library in 2018 and Br Martin and others were
so impressed by it that they asked if it could take
place in a bigger venue and for a wider audience. She
extended her best wishes to Presentation Brothers,
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The celebration concluded with Tadgh joining the Trad
Group as they played ‘Mo Ghile Mear’ and Joseph gave
a powerful rendition of it. We enjoyed teas, coffees
and tasty cookies before we headed back to Coláiste
an Spioraid Naoimh.
Leo Callanan, 5A3
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Welcoming
Bishop Fintan Gavin
As a past pupil of the school, I was honoured to be
invited to Mardyke House in January for a celebratory
event welcoming Bishop Fintan Gavin to Cork. It was
an amazing evening and he received a proper Cork
welcome!
During the ceremony, many past and present students
had various roles including Cathal Ring (past pupil)
taking on the task of interviewing the Bishop. The
Bishop gave a very detailed account of his ministries to
date and informed us that Pope Francis appointed him
as Bishop of Cork asking him to oversee the ‘renewal
of the Diocese’. He highlighted the importance of the
involvement of young people in this process and said
he was delighted to meet so many young people at
this event. Thomas Otway and Dylan O’Toole (present
pupils) facilitated the opening part of the ceremony,
Joseph Twomey (past pupil) began the Prayer Service
with the hymn, ‘All Are Welcome’, and Tadgh Connery
(past pupil) concluded this part of the ceremony
when he sang ‘How Great Thou Art’. Shane Cahill (past
pupil) and I, along with other representatives of the
Presentation family, read prayers of intercession.

All of our past and present pupils were introduced to
Bishop Fintan by Br Martin and Ms Cleary. We got the
opportunity to share our experiences of being leaders
in the Edmund Rice Camp and going as volunteers
to Lourdes. The evening highlighted the importance
of past and present pupils sharing their experiences
of these involvements with the Bishop and the
Presentation family.
Donncha Barrett

However, we did get a chance to have a speaker and
past pupil Alan Dunton in to talk to us. He brought us
through the fundamental movements skills as well as
bringing us through a few exercises in the sports hall.

TY Sports Studies 2019/20
As part of our sports studies module for 4th year,
we took part in the GAA Future Leaders course. This
involved us studying different topics such as event
management and coaching with a task at the end of
each in order to get our certificates. As part of our
event management, we ran a very successful first
year hurling and football league with the help of Mr.
Seymour and Mr. Walsh. For our coaching module, we
had planned to attend the Irish rugby training session
which was unfortunately cancelled due to weather.

This led to three students (myself, Ciaran Dunlea and
Joseph Enright) asking many questions of themselves
after noticing the differences in qualities amongst the
class. We decided to dive a little deeper into the topic
and planned to enter the Scifest 2020 investigating
how primary school location affects the standard of
children’s fundamental movement skills. We started
off by sampling the tests on the sports studies class
which some found very beneficial in identifing their
strengths and weaknesses. Then two weeks prior to the
closing of the schools, the three of us, along with the
help of 5 others in the class, went to 6 different schools
carrying out tests and gathering results which we
hope to enter into the BT Young Scientist competition
2021. It wasn’t serious all the time in class as we had
days where we would be split into groups of 4 or 5 and
would design drills and test them on our classmates. I
believe that I can speak on behalf of the class and say
that everyone was always looking forward to the last 2
periods on a Friday, Sports Studies. 		
Ronan Casey, 4A2
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TY Engineering
Past Pupil Elvis Seporaitis organised an Engineering
Workshop for our TY students. The workshop focused
mainly on Sustainable Engineering and Renewable
Energy but also included guest speakers from Civil,
Process and Chemical Engineering.
Congratulations to quiz winners on the day Andrew
McElligott, Ronan Casey and Rian Foley.

2nd Years
Jason Foley
			Reece Daly

Student Council

1st Years		
Scott Callis O Connor
			Ilarion Zubialevich

Throughout the academic year the student council
met at least once each fortnight and these meetings
were attended by the 12 members of the committee –
two of which were from every year.

As a member of the Presentation Brothers Schools
Trust, we were invited to participate in a student
council training afternoon in November. During this
afternoon our past principal and CEO of the PBST,
Michael Sexton, welcomed us to Mardyke House. As
part of this invaluable afternoon, we bonded as a
group with the other PBST schools participating in the
event as well as also being afforded the opportunity
to better lead our council. We also learned how to
apply a successful structure to the meetings. After the
training, everyone went rock climbing in the Mardyke
Arena.

Each meeting we would discuss issues raised by the
students through their representatives as well as
creating plans in order to improve facilities around
the school.
This year’s members of the student council were:
6th Year		
Aidan Mamo Cooney
			David Harris
5th Year		
			

Joshua Keohane
George O’Sullivan Tynan

Overall it was a very beneficial experience for the team
as a whole.
Aidan Mamo Cooney
(Chairperson of CSN SC 2019/20)
David Harris
(Secretary of CSN SC 2019/20)

Transition Year Finn McEniry
			Colm McSherry
3rd Years		
David Cronin
			Naoise Whelan
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Soccer

2020 saw very little action on the soccer front. U15
and U17 teams had already exited the Munster
Competitions by Christmas. The U19 team played
Hazelwood College in the ¼ final of the Munster
Challenge Cup in Carrigaline on March 12th-our
last day in school. CSN were beaten on the day by a
scoreline of 7-5.
The First Year Team managed a 7-7 draw with
Carrigtwohill in a challenge match but never managed
to play their 1st round game versus North Monastery.
The Teachers Cup Competition had completed the
first round and the losers were set to play off to rejoin
the competition when school closed.
After the lockdown, CSN soccer moved online. Via
Google Classroom, a remote Playstation FIFA20
competition was organised. In excess of 200 games
were played by over 100 students across the 6 years.
The Junior competition was won by Jack Twomey
(2nd Year) and the Senior by Ronan Casey (4thYear).
Following the success of the first competition, a
slightly varied second competition was organised.

Each year had its own group stages with the winners
entering a knockout phase to decide the ultimate
champion.
First Year Winner: n/a
Second Year Winner: Kevin Werner
Third Year Winner: Stephen Forde
Fourth Year Winner: Cian McCarthy
Fifth Year Winner: Aidan Sheehan
Sixth Year Winner: Patrick O’Neill.
Overall Winner: Unknown at time of going to
print. We may have to predict a result!
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Soccer

PRESENTATION BROTHERS SCHOOLS TRUST TEAM

(continued)

This year, six of our senior soccer players represented
CSN on a PBST team. They joined 6 players from PBC
and 6 more from Colaiste Mhuire Cobh to play against
the UCC fresher team.

Following representations from the minority XBOX
community, a separate competition was organised.
There were senior and junior groups.

Well done to Kevin Delaney, Adam Bruton, Jason
Riordan, Kian O’Sullivan, Kyle Donovan and Wymin
Sivakumar pictured below.

Senior Winner: Rian Kelleher
Junior Winner: Sean Cronin
Another unfortunate victim of the school closures was
Mr. Davis’ First Year Soccer Competition.
2020 is the first year since 1978 that the First Year Plate
will not be awarded. Hopefully we will all be back in
action in 2021.
CSN Soccer would like to thank Mr. Ger Mulcahy from
Highfield for allowing the use of their all-weather
facilities for training during the year. Mr. Ger Neff from
CIT was also extremely cooperative in allowing CSN
home matches to be played on their pitches.
Mr Brett

more about sustainable development, refugees and
resource exploitation.

Trocaire Game
Changers Day

We had a fantastic day. Thanks to Karen and all the
team at Trócaire for organising this event.

TY Students, David Murray, Ian Kearney, Adam
Ahearne, Kevin Chakkatty Paul and Harry Ahearne
along with Ms. Fallon, attended a “Game Changers”
event run by Trócaire in the Sacred Heart Parish Centre
on March 2nd. There were four other schools present.
This event was focused on development education
through game-play. The students engaged in several
fun activities and games which focused on learning
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CSN Yogis
‘I BEND SO I DON’T BREAK’- Proverb
The lunchtime Yoga class started up again this school
year as normal at the start of September with Ms Barry
leading the way through the various poses, bends
and stretches. We have had a couple of new members
from some of the junior years join the club in the last
few months and they have been great additions to
our sessions.
We practiced lots of poses which helped to stretch,
open, strengthen and release energy and tension
but we also enjoyed more restorative sessions with a
much more relaxed focus. We have tried a bit of Yin
Yoga as well this year for the first time. This involves
holding poses for long periods of time to help hydrate
the connective tissues and joints in the body and to
keep them healthy.
Ben Shorten, 5th Yr

Our Fourth Year students have also been exploring
the benefits of yoga, mindfulness and meditation as
a rotating module since September and our First Years
will have the opportunity to do the same in the New
Year as part of the SPHE programme.
Namaste.

‘When I started in Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh I
thought there would be nothing of interest for me to
do during lunchtime as I don’t like ball sports. Most
boys think Yoga isn’t for them. I also thought that but
with an enthusiastic and entertaining teacher like
Ms Barry, it makes it very interesting. Yoga offers an
escape from the long day and the real world. I swim
regularly and find Yoga is good for strengthening and
relaxing my muscles. I suggest every boy should give
yoga a try. Thank you Ms Barry.’
Cillian Kerrigan, 1st Yr

‘When I started in Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh, I
wanted to keep a low profile. My friend said that he
was going to the lunchtime Yoga class that was taught
by Ms Barry, my SPHE teacher, so I tagged along and I
am so glad I did!’
Oran Murphy, 1st Yr
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World Taekwon-Do
Championships

Wildlife & Photography
Our movements may be restricted but the good news
is that you don’t have to go far to immerse yourself
in nature. Your garden or backyard is a haven for
all kinds of wildlife from flora to fauna. Many of our
native species have adjusted to life in and around
our towns and cities.
Spring is the perfect time to start looking out for
birds, small mammals, bees, butterflies and other
insects that flock to your garden at this time of year.
Everything is starting to come to life and into bloom.
Trees, leaves, plants, flowers, moss and even fungi
can make fantastic photos. All you have to do is
notice what is around you.
Students and staff were invited to get snappy and
to capture and share their very own photos of
wildlife and nature. Ms Barry and Ms Walsh have
been enjoying receiving and sharing your photos in
the Guidance Counselling and Wellbeing Class on
Google Classroom.
Photographs below by:Stephen Murray, Paul 4th yr, Ms Barry, Diarmaid
O’Halloran, Ben O’Connor, Ms Walsh.

Well done to Luke Keohane (1st Year) who this year
came 3rd in the World Taekwon-Do Championships.
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Mountaineering
Our mountaineering club enjoyed two outings this
year before Covid 19 put a stop to everything. First was
a trip to Gougane Barra Horseshoe Walk in November.
On Sunday the 26th January, our Mountaineering Club
took to the Galty Mountains. Apparently, it was “a very
cold windy day”. Well done to all who took part and
thank you to Mr Cramer for organising both outings.
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Trinity entrants from their secondary school.

Third Level
Scholarships

Well done to Leon and we wish him every success in
the future.
Congratulations also to three of our Leaving Certificate
students from the class of 2019. Tadgh Connery,
Charlie Murphy and Eoin Murphy have each been
awarded U.C.C. Quercus Entrance Scholarships for
their performance in the Leaving Certificate.

Congratulations to Cian Morey on receiving an All
Ireland Scholarship. The scholarships programme was
established in 2008 to support gifted young students
across Ireland by providing them with financial
support thus enabling them to participate in all
aspects of university life. 125 All Ireland Scholarships
from the 32 counties are awarded each year.

The Quercus Talented Students’ Programme aims
to support and promote excellence in academia,
sport, creative and performing arts, active citizenship
and innovation/entrepreneurship for prospective
undergraduates.

The 2019 All Ireland Scholarships Award Ceremony
took place on Saturday 23rd November in the
University Concert Hall, Limerick with Ireland Rugby
Head Coach, Joe Schmidt as the guest of honour.
Schmidt joined an illustrious list of guest speakers
such as Irish presidents Michael D. Higgins and Mary
McAleese, US President Bill Clinton, as well as other
great sporting heroes including jockey AP McCoy,
rugby icon Paul O’Connell, Limerick hurling manager
John Kiely and Irish soccer legend Martin O’Neill.

We wish Tadgh, Charlie & Eoin every success in
their studies and congratulations again on their
achievements.
Congratulations also to their families and teachers
who guided and helped them.

The 125 recipients were selected from a minimum of
two highest-achieving students from each of the 32
counties.
Congratulations Cian from all in C.S.N. and we wish
you every success in your future studies.
Congratulations to Leon Keating who has been
awarded a scholarship based on his high performance
in this year’s Leaving Certificate. Leon received an
Entrance Exhibition Award from Trinity College Dublin.
Entrance Exhibitions reward academic achievement
of new undergraduate entrants to Trinity College
Dublin. They are awarded to the student accepted
into the first year of a full-time undergraduate degree
programme who achieves the highest points among

Results Day 2019
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Consul General of
Ireland in New York
On Thursday 9th January, past pupil Ciaran Madden
returned to Coláiste An Spioraid Naoimh in his role as
Consul General of Ireland in New York.
Irish diplomats and Defence Forces’ peacekeepers
visited eighty secondary schools around the country
as part of the ‘Global Ireland Schools’ programme.
The visits give students around the country the
chance to learn about Ireland’s role in a changing
world from diplomats and peacekeepers who have
served and continue to serve Ireland abroad. Of the
eighty schools visited, many of the Heads of Mission
and Defence Forces peacekeepers will be returning to
their former schools to share their experiences and to
talk about the work they do overseas, about Ireland’s
place in the world, our role in the European Union and
at the United Nations and to hear what students have
to say about the global challenges we face.

‘Global Ireland Schools’ forms part of the ‘Global
Ireland’ programme – the Government’s strategy for
doubling Ireland’s international impact by 2025. In
partnership with the Departments of Education and
Skills and Defence, the programme will continue
throughout 2020, with school visits intended to further
counties and island schools around the country. Staff
from the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade and
Defence Forces UN peacekeepers who have served
abroad will also engage students in the scope and
ambition of ‘Global Ireland’.
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The ‘Global Ireland Schools’ programme will bring a
deeper understanding of how UN membership has
been central to our foreign policy, and has played a
significant role in Ireland’s history. Each school will be
presented with a UN flag and a copy of the preamble of
the UN Charter, in recognition of Ireland’s contribution
to addressing the biggest challenges facing our
world today through peacekeeping, international
development, human rights and disarmament.
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RSA Visit
The road safety authority visited our students in
February with their simulator. This simulator is
highly effective in encouraging people to use safety
belts. The simulator is a car body fitted to a rotating
hydraulic platform. Participants sit into the simulator
and experience a half or a full rotation.
The ‘simulation’ demonstrates how it would feel if you
were in a car which turned over in a collision, and the
lifesaving benefits of wearing a seatbelt should this
occur. Demonstrations using life size mannequins will
also show what happens to a person when they are
not wearing a seatbelt. 		
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Thank you, to all the students and teachers who
contributed to this edition of Spiorad Signals. Thanks
in particular to Ms Callanan, Ms Cleary and Mr
Kerins for the time and expertise given to collating the
work. We hope all our readers enjoyed Spiorad Signals
this year and that it offered a good flavour of the wide
variety of activities and achievements that happened
during the school year despite the unprecedented
circumstances. We wish the whole school community
a happy and healthy year.

								
				Mr Seymour

Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh, Bishopstown, Cork
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